Usama Bin Laden


Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

DOB: 28 Jul 1957
Height: 6’4” to 6’7”
Build: Thin
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Graying
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Speaks Arabic and limited Pashtu and English; leader of AQ; directed 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, 2000 USS Cole attack, 11 September, etc.

October 2006

WANTED
Usama Bin Laden


Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Speaks Arabic and limited Pashtu and English; leader of AQ; directed 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, 2000 USS COLE attack, 11 September 2001 attacks, etc.

DOB: 28 Jul 1957
Height: 6'4" to 6'7"
Build: Thin
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Graying
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Ayman al-Zawahiri
Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan
Egyptian; a physician; prominent mark on forehead; speaks Arabic, French and English; needs glasses; AQ’s top deputy, helped plan 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, 2000 USS Cole attack, 11 September 2001 attacks, etc.

DOB: 19 Jun 1951
Height: 5’8”
Build: Overweight
Sex: Male
POB: Egypt
Hair: Graying
Eyes: Dark
Complexion: Olive

Senior Leader
Reward for Capture

October 2006
Ayman al-Zawahiri

**Aliases:** Abu Muhammad, Abu Fatima, Muhammad Ibrahim, Abu Abdallah, Abu al-Mu'iz, The Doctor, The Teacher, Nur, Ustaz, Abu Mohammed, Abu Mohammed Nur al-Deen, Abdel Muaz, Dr. Ayman al-Zawahiri

**Terrorist Affiliation:** Al-Qaeda (AQ)

**Believed to be in:** Afghanistan/Pakistan

**Egyptian; a physician; prominent mark on forehead; speaks Arabic, French and English; needs glasses; AQ's top deputy, helped plan 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, 2000 USS Cole attack, 11 September 2001 attacks, etc.**

**DOB:** 19 Jun 1951

**Height:** 5'8"

**Build:** Heavy

**Sex:** Male

**POB:** Egypt

**Hair:** Graying

**Eyes:** Dark

**Complexion:** Olive

**Reward for Capture**

**Senior Leader**

OCTOBER 2006
Mullah Omar

Aliases: Amir ul Momineen

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ), Taliban

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Pashtun; has one eye; leader of the Taliban; close ties to Usama bin Ladin; provided safe haven to AQ allowing them to establish terrorist training camps within Afghanistan prior to 11 September 2001 attacks.

DOB: ~1959
Height: Unknown
Build: Unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Afghanistan
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Senior Leader

Reward for Capture

October 2006
Mullah Omar

Aliases: Amir ul Momineen

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ), Taliban

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Pashtun; has one eye; leader of the Taliban; close ties to Usama bin Ladin; provided safe haven to AQ allowing them to establish terrorist training camps within Afghanistan prior to 11 September 2001 attacks.

DOB: ~1959
Height: Unknown
Build: Unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Afghanistan
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Senior Leader

Reward for Capture

OCTOBER 2006
Abu Layth al-Libi

Aliases: Unknown

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Speaks Arabic with a Maghreb/Moroccan dialect; scars on back as if beaten by a belt or wire; wears a dental bridge; senior AQ commander; expert in guerrilla warfare.

DOB: 01 Jan 1967
Height: 6'4"
Build: Large/Stout
Sex: Male
POB: Libya
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Dark Tan

October 2006

WANTED
**Abu Layth al-Libi**

**Aliases:** Unknown

**Terrorist Affiliation:** al-Qaida (AQ)

**Believed to be in:** Afghanistan/Pakistan

**Speaks Arabic with a Maghreb/Moroccan dialect; scars on back as if beaten by a belt or wire; wears a dental bridge; senior AQ commander; expert in guerrilla warfare.**

**DOB:** 01 Jan 1967

**Height:** 6’4”

**Build:** Large

**Sex:** Male

**POB:** Libya

**Hair:** Black

**Eyes:** Brown

**Complexion:** Dark Tan

**Tactician**

**Operational Planner**

October 2006
Adnan Gulshair
Mohammad El-Shukrijumah

Aliases: Abu Abrif, Adnan G. El Skuhri, Jumah, Jafar al-Tayar, Jumah Elshuri

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Mole on cheek; scar on left side of face, below and forward of earlobe; speaks Arabic, Urdu, some Spanish and unaccented American English; has lived in the U.S.; may be involved with AQ; wanted in connection with terrorist threats against the U.S.

DOB: 04 Aug 1975
Height: 5’3” to 5’7”
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Dark
Eyes: Dark
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Adnan Gulshair
Mohammad El-Shukrijumah

DOB: 04 Aug 1975
Height: 5'3” to 5'7”
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Dark
Eyes: Dark
Complexion: Olive

Operational Planner
 Reward for Capture

October 2006

Afghanistan
Pakistan

Aliases: Abu Abrif, Adnan G. El Skuhri
Jumah, Jafar al-Tayar, Jamah Elshuri

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Mole on cheek; scar on left side of face, below and forward of earlobe; speaks Arabic, Urdu, some Spanish and unaccented American English; has lived in the U.S.; may be involved with AQ; wanted in connection with terrorist threats against the U.S.
Ahmed Mohammed
Hamed Ali

Aliases:

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaeda (AQ)
Believed to Be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

DOB: 1965
Height: 5'6" to 5'8"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Libya
Hair: Dark
Eyes: Dark
Complexion: Olive

October 2006

Reward for Capture
Operative

WANTED
AHMED MOHAMMED HAMED ALI


Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaeda (AQ)
Believed to Be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

October 2006
Abu Abdul Rahman al-Najdi

DOB: 09 Jun 1975
Height: Short
Build: Thin
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan
Speaks Arabic and French
AQ Facilitator

October 2006

WANTED
Abu Abdul Rahman al-Najdi

Aliases: Unknown
Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan
Speaks Arabic and French
AQ Facilitator

DOB: 09 Jun 1975
Height: Short
Build: Thin
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

OCTOBER 2006
GULBUDDIN HEKMATYAR

**Aliases:** Unknown

**Terrorist Affiliation:**
Hizb-e Islami-Gulbuddin (HIG)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan

**Pashtun; leader and founder of HIG; participated and supported terrorist activities of Al-Qaida and the Taliban. Former Prime Minister of Afghanistan.**

DOB: 01 Aug 1949
Height: Unknown
Build: Unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Unknown
Hair: Graying
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar

Aliases: Unknown

Terrorist Affiliation: Hizb-e Islami-Gulbuddin (HIG)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan

Pashtun; leader and founder of HIG; participated and supported terrorist activities of Al-Qaeda and the Taliban. Former Prime Minister of Afghanistan.

DOB: 01 Aug 1949
Height: Unknown
Build: Unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Unknown
Hair: Graying
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Senior Leader

October 2006
Jalaluddin Haqqani

Aliases: Maulvi Syed Jalal Eddine, Jalaoddin, and Jalal ud Din, Haqqani
Terrorist Affiliation: Taliban/al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Pakistan

A Zadran Pashtun; former Taliban minister and commander who serves as a go-between for AQ and the Taliban, helps jihadists cross the AFG/PAK border to fight against U.S. forces.

DOB: 01 Jan 1947
Height: 5'8"
Build: Slight
Sex: Male
POB: Afghanistan
Hair: Dark
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Facilitator  Tactician
Jalaluddin Haqqani

Aliases: Maulvi Syed Jalal Eddine, Jalaluddin, and Jalal ud Din, Haqqani

Terrorist Affiliation: Taliban/Al-Qaeda (AQ)
Believed to be in: Pakistan

A Zadran Pashtun; former Taliban minister and commander who serves as a go-between for AQ and the Taliban, helps jihadists cross the AFG/PAK border to fight against U.S. forces.

October 2006
Tohir Yuldashev

Aliases: Tohir Abduhalilovich Yuldashev, Muhammad Tahir Faruq, Muhammad Faruq Tahir, Abu Abdul Aziz, Kori Tokhir, Tahir Jann, Hoqueb Janshid, Qari Tahir Jan, Tahir Uzbeki, Emir Sahib

Terrorist Affiliation: Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Scars from bullet wounds on inner thigh of right leg and lower ankle; political leader of the IMU; lead anti-Coalition fighters in Operation Anaconda; long term AQ associate.

Operative Recruiter

DOB: 02 Oct 1967
Height: 6'
Build: Big/Stout
Sex: Male
POB: Uzbekistan
Hair: Dark
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive
TOHIR YULDASHEV

Aliases: Tohir Abduhalilovich Yuldashev, Muhammad Tahir Faruq, Muhammad Faruq Tahir, Abu Abdul Aziz, Kori Tokhir, Tahir Jann, Nodir Jarkhid, Gari Tahir Jan, Tahir Uzbeki, Emir Sahib

Terrorist Affiliation: Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Scars from bullet wounds on inner thigh of right leg and lower ankle; political leader of the IMU; lead anti-Coalition fighters in Operation Anaconda; long term AQ associate.

Operative Recruiter

DOB: 02 Oct 1967
Height: 6'
Build: large
Sex: Male
POB: Uzbekistan
Hair: Dark
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Hafiz Mohammed Saeed


Terrorist Affiliation: Lashkari-i-Taiba (LT)

Believed to be in: Pakistan

Leader of LT, a group with roots in the Kashmir conflict; LT has ties to al-Qaida and is known to have supplied fighters to Iraq.

DOB: 1946
Height: Unknown
Build: Unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Unknown
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Hafiz Mohammed Saeed

Aliases: Hafiz Al Sayid, Hafiz Sayed, Abu Said, Hafiz Syeed, Haifi Said

Terrorist Affiliation: Lashkar-e-Tabligh (LeT)

Believed to be in: Pakistan

Leader of LT, a group with roots in the Kashmir conflict; LT has ties to al-Qaida and is known to have supplied fighters to Iraq.

DOB: 1946
Height: Unknown
Build: Unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Unknown
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Fahid Mohammed Ally Msalam


Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Pakistan

Six inch knife scar on his right forearm.

Speaks Swahili, Arabic and English.


DOB: 19 Feb 1976
Height: 5'6" to 5'8"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Kenya
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Operative Reward for Capture

PAKISTAN

October 2006
Fahid Mohammed Ally Msalam


Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Pakistan

Six inch knife scar on his right forearm.

Speaks Swahili, Arabic and English.


DOB: 19 Feb 1976
Height: 5'6" to 5'8"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Kenya
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Abu Yahya al Libi

Aliases: Mohammad Hassan Abu Bakar, Abu-Yahya al-Libi, Abu Yahya Sheikh Yahya Al-Libbi, Abu Yahya Yunis al Sahrawi, Hasan Qa'id, Yunis, Muhammad Hassan Qayed

Terrorist Affiliation: Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan


DOB: 01 Jan 1963
Height: 5'8"
Build: Stocky
Sex: Male
POB: Libya
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006

WANTED
Abu Yahya al-Libi

Aliases: Mohammad Hassan Abu Bakar, Abu Yahya al-Libi, Abu Yahya Sheikh Yahya Al-Libbi, Abu Yahya Yunis al Sahrawi, Hasan Qa'id, Yunis, Muhammad Hassan Qayed

Terrorist Affiliation: Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG)

Believed to be in: Afghani/Pakistan


DOB: 01 Jan 1963
Height: 5'8"
Build: Stocky
Sex: Male
POB: Libya
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Facilitator
Repeater

October 2006
Abdullah Ashami

Aliases:

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Captured during attack on Coalition outpost in Afghanistan. Escaped from Bagram detention facility in mid 2005.

DOB: 01 Jan 1963
Height: 5'6"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Syria
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Light

October 2006

Operative
Abdullah Ashami

Aliases:
Abdallah Uthman al-Shaykh al-Shami,
Abdallah al-Hashimi, Abdullah al-Hashemi,
Abu-Abdullah al-Shami, Abu Ma’az, Abu Muaz al-Suri, Abu Uad al-Suri, Abdullah Ashami al-Suri

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Captured during attack on Coalition outpost in Afghanistan. Escaped from Bagram detention facility in mid 2005.

DOB: 01 Jan 1963
Height: 5'6"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Syria
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Light

October 2006

Operative
Abdul Rahman
Abdallah Noor

Aliases: Abd al Rahman Bin Khalil Bin Abdallah Nur, Nur

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanitan/Pakistan
Former Guantanamo Detainee.
AQ Facilitator

DOB: 02 Jan 1980
Height: 5'5"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Black
Eyes: Honey
Complexion: Light

October 2006
Abdul Rahman Abdallah Noor

Aliases: Abd al-Rahman Bin Khalil Bin Abdallah Nur, Nur

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Afghanitan/Pakistan

Former Guantanamo Detainee.

AQ Facilitator

DOB: 02 Jan 1980
Height: 5'5"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Black
Eyes: Honey
Complexion: Light

October 2006
Monhammed Nayim Farouq

Aliases: Mohammed Nayim, Naim Farouqi, Commander Naim, Commander Naim Khan

Terrorist Affiliation: Taliban, al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Taliban milita leader, Former Guantanamo detainee.

DOB: 1960
Height: 5'10"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Afghanistan
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Light

October 2006

WANTED
Monhammed Nayim Farouq

Aliases: Mohammed Nayim, Naim Farouqi, Commander Naim, Commander Naim Khan

Terrorist Affiliation: Taliban, al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Taliban militia leader, former Guantanamo detainee.

DOB: 1960
Height: 5'10"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Afghanistan
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Light

October 2006

Tactician
Abu Nasir al Qahtani

Aliases:
Mohammad Jafar Jamal Sharri al Qahtani, Abu Nasir al Qahtani, Abu Nasser al-Qahtani, Abdul Rahman, Abdul Rachman

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Conducted attacks on Coalition bases in Afghanistan. Escaped from Bagram detention facility in mid 2005.

DOB: 1973
Height: 5'7"
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006
Abu Nasir
al-Qahtani

Aliases:
Mohammad Jafar Jamal al-Qahtani,
Mohammad Jafar Jamal Sharri al-Qahtani,
Abu Nasir al-Qahtani, Abu Nasser al-Qahtani,
Abdul Rahman, Abdul Rachman

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Afghanistan/Pakistan

Conducted attacks on Coalition bases in Afghanistan. Escaped from Bagram detention facility in mid 2005.

DOB: 1973
Height: 5’7”
Build: Medium
Sex: Male
POB: Saudi Arabia
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Operative

October 2006
PAKISTAN

Abdullah Mahsud

Aliases:

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Pakistan

Lost left leg in landmine explosion; usually travels by horse, camel or vehicle as the disability walking long distances painful; speaks Pashtu, Urdu and some English; former Guantanamo detainee; implicated in kidnapping of Chinese engineers and deaths of Pakistani soldiers.

DOB: 1977
Height: 6'1"
Build: Athletic
Sex: Male
POB: Pakistan
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Operative
**Abdullah Mahsud**

**Aliases:**

**Terrorist Affiliation:** al-Qaida (AQ)

**Believed to be in:** Pakistan

- Lost left leg in landmine explosion; usually travels by horse, camel or vehicle as the disability walking long distances painful; speaks Pashtu, Urdu and some English; former Guantanamo detainee; implicated in kidnapping of Chinese engineers and deaths of Pakistani soldiers.

**DOB:** 1977
**Height:** 6’1”
**Build:** Athletic
**Sex:** Male
**POB:** Pakistan
**Hair:** Black
**Eyes:** Brown
**Complexion:** Olive

**Operative**

**October 2006**
PAKISTAN
Said Bahaji
Aliases: Said Beheji, Said Bahji, Zuhayr al-Maghrebi
Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Pakistan
Speaks Fluent German; expert with computers; member of Hamburg, Germany AQ cell which assisted the hijackers involved in the 11 September 2001 attacks.

DOB: 15 Jul 1975
Height: 6'2"
Build: Thin
Sex: Male
POB: Germany
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Facilitator

October 2006

WANTED
Said Bahaji

Aliases: Said Beheji, Said Bahji, Zuhayr al-Maghrebi
Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Pakistan

Speaks Fluent German; expert with computers; member of Hamburg, Germany AQ cell which assisted the hijackers involved in the 11 September 2001 attacks.

DOB: 15 Jul 1975
Height: 6'2"
Build: Thin
Sex: Male
POB: Germany
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

WANTED
Zakariya Essabar

Aliases: Sakaria Essabar, Zakaria Essabar, Zacarias Essabar, Zakariya Al Sabir, Abu Yayah Al Maghribi, Zakariya Al Maghribi

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)
Believed to be in: Pakistan

Scheduled to have taken part in the 9/11 attacks but could not obtain a U.S. visa; member of Hamburg, Germany AQ cell which assisted the hijackers involved in the 11 September 2001 attacks, etc.

DOB: 1977
Height: 5’11”
Build: unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Morocco
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

Operative October 2006

WANTED
Zakariya Essabar

Aliases:
Sakaria Essabar, Zakaria Essabar, Zacarias Essabar, Zakariya Al-Sabir, Abu Yayah Al-Maghribi, Zakariya Al-Maghribi

Terrorist Affiliation: al-Qaida (AQ)

Believed to be in: Pakistan

Scheduled to have taken part in the 9/11 attacks but could not obtain a U.S. visa; member of Hamburg, Germany AQ cell which assisted the hijackers involved in the 11 September 2001 attacks.

DOB: 1977
Height: 5’11”
Build: unknown
Sex: Male
POB: Morocco
Hair: Black
Eyes: Brown
Complexion: Olive

October 2006

Operative

WANTED